Introduction
In the year 1742 Goldbach wrote a letter to his friend Euler telling him about a conjecture involving prime numbers. Goldbach conjecture: Every even number x > 4 is the sum of two primes. The Goldbach Conjecture is one of the oldest unsolved problems in number theory [4] . This conjecture was verified many times with powerful computers, but until the present time it could not be proved. Until March 30, 2012, T. Oliveira e Silva has verified the conjecture for n ≤ 36 × 10 17 [8] . Mathematicians have achieved some results in their efforts to prove this conjecture. Vinogradov proved, in 1937 , that every sufficiently large odd number is the sum of three primes [10] . Later on, J.R. Chen showed in 1973, that every sufficiently large even number can be written as the sum of either two primes, or a prime and the product of two primes [3] . In 1975, H. Montgomery and R.C. Vaughan showed that "most" even numbers were expressible as the sum of two primes [7] .
Let x be an even number. In this work we prove (Main Theorem) the following:
(a) As the even number x increases, the number of Goldbach's partitions [8] tends to ∞. Let {p 1 , p 2 , p 3 , . . . , p k } be the ordered set of the first k prime numbers (k ∈ N). Suppose that for every natural number n we make a k-tuple, the elements of which are the remainders of dividing n by p 1 , p 2 , p 3 , . . . , p k . Then, we have a sequence of k-tuples of remainders. If we arrange the k-tuples from top to bottom, the sequence of k-tuples of remainders can be seen as a matrix made of k columns and infinite rows, where each column is a periodic sequence of the remainders modulo p h ∈ {p 1 , p 2 , p 3 , . . . , p k }. It is easy to prove that the sequence of k-tuples of remainders is periodic, and the period is equal to p 1 p 2 p 3 . . . p k .
Suppose that within the periods of every sequence of remainders (a given column of the matrix), we define some (not all) of the remainders as selected remainders (No matter the criterion by which we decide to select or not to select a given remainder). Consequently, some k-tuples have one or more selected remainders, and other k-tuples do not have any selected remainder. If a given k-tuple has one or more selected remainders, we say that it is a prohibited k-tuple, and otherwise we say that it is a permitted k-tuple. It is easy to see that according to the rules for selecting remainders we have many kinds of sequences of k-tuples of remainders. Throughout this document, we define two types of rules for selecting remainders, and therefore, we work with only two types of sequences of k-tuples of remainders.
Now we describe one of the types of sequence of k-tuples of remainders that will be used; we call it the sequence of k-tuples associated to x. Let {p 1 , p 2 , p 3 , . . . , p k } be the ordered set of the primes less than √ x. In the k-tuples of the sequence, if there are any remainder 0 or any of the remainders of dividing x by p 1 , p 2 , p 3 , . . . , p k , these remainders are defined as selected remainders. Therefore, within the periods of every sequence of remainders modulo p h (a given column of the matrix), we have that 0 is ever a selected remainder and besides, if p h does not divide x, the resulting remainder is a second selected remainder.
Periodic sequences of k-tuples
We begin by introducing the concept of sequence of remainders and the related concept of sequence of k-tuples of remainders.
Definition 2. 1 . Given a prime number p k , we define the periodic sequence {r n }, where r n denotes the remainder of dividing n by the modulo p k . We denote the sequence {r n } by the symbol s k . The period of the sequence is equal to p k . . . , p k }, we define the sequence {(r 1 r 2 r 3 . . . r k ) n }, the elements of which are k-tuples of remainders obtained dividing n by the modulos p 1 , p 2 , p 3 , . . . , p k . The sequence of k-tuples of remainders can be seen as a matrix made of k columns and infinite rows. Note that each column of this matrix is a periodic sequence of remainders modulo p h (1 ≤ h ≤ k).
Definition 2.3. The formal addition of sequences operation (+).
Let {p 1 , p 2 , p 3 , . . . , p j } and {q 1 , q 2 , q 3 , . . . , q k } be two disjoint sets of primes. Let (a 1 a 2 a 3 . . . a j ) n be the sequence of j-tuples of the remainders of dividing n by the j prime modulos {p 1 , p 2 , p 3 , . . . , p j } and let {(b 1 b 2 b 3 . . . b k ) n } be the sequence of k-tuples of the remainders of dividing n by the k prime modulos {q 1 , q 2 , q 3 , . . . , q k }. We define the sum (a 1 a 2 a 3 . . Table 1 shows the sequence of 3-tuples of remainders of dividing n by {2, 3, 5}, the sequence of 2-tuples of remainders of dividing n by {7, 11} and the formal addition of both sequences. Definition 2. 4 . Let {p 1 , p 2 , p 3 , . . . p k , . . .} be the sequence of primes. Let s k be the sequence of the remainders of dividing n by the modulo p k . Let {s k } be a sequence of sequences s k . We define the series denoted by s k to be the sequence {S k }, where S k denotes the partial sums: and the symbol refers to the formal addition of sequences. In each partial sum S k , the greatest prime modulo p k will be called characteristic prime modulo of the partial sum S k . The index k will be called level k, and we shall say that S k is the partial sum of level k.
Example 2. 3 . Table 2 shows the partial sum S 4 and the formal addition of the sequence of remainders s 5 to obtain the partial sum S 5 . 
Remark 2.1. On the one hand, we can see a given partial sum S k as a sequence indexed by n, of the k-tuples of remainders obtained dividing n by the modulos p 1 , p 2 , p 3 , . . . , p k . On the other hand, the partial sum S k can be seen as a "stack" of sequences of remainders modulo p h ∈ {p 1 , p 2 , p 3 , . . . , p k }. And the series s k is the sequence indexed by k, of the partial sums S k . Definition 2. 5 . Given a sequence {r n } with prime modulo p k we assign to the remainders r n one of the two following states: selected state -not selected state. Definition 2. 6 . Given a partial sum S k , we define one k-tuple to be prohibited if it has one or more selected remainders, and we define it to be permitted if it has not any selected remainder.
From now on we denote by s k the series where the following rules for selecting remainders are applied to the sequences s h (1 ≤ h ≤ k) that make every partial sum S k : Definition 2. 7 . Let s h (1 ≤ h ≤ k) be one of the sequences of remainders that make the partial sum S k . We define: Rule 1. If h = 1, in the sequence of remainders s 1 will be selected one remainder, the same in every period of the sequence.
Rule 2. If 1 < h ≤ k, in every sequence of remainders s h will be selected two remainders, the same two in every period of the sequence. 
be the sequences of remainders that make the partial sum S k . Let m ′ be a given multiple of all the primes p 1 , p 2 , p 3 , . . . p k . The period of every sequence s h is equal to p h ∈ {p 1 , p 2 , p 3 , . . . p k }. Therefore, for every sequence s h the remainders are repeated for all the integer intervals of size m ′ , starting from the index n = 1 onward. Since p 1 , p 2 , p 3 , . . . p k are primes, we have that m k is the Least Common Multiple. Consequently, the period of S k is equal to m k . Proposition 2.2. Let S k be a given partial sum. Let s k+1 be the sequence of the remainders modulo p k+1 . Let r (0 ≤ r < p k+1 ) be one of the remainders of the sequence s k+1 . Let n ∈ N denote the index of a given k-tuple of S k . Therefore, when we juxtapose the remainders of the sequence s k+1 to the right of each k-tuple of S k , we have:
(1) If the k-tuple at position n is prohibited, then the (k + 1)-tuple of S k+1 at position n will be prohibited as well.
(2) If the k-tuple at position n is permitted and n ≡ r (mod p k+1 ), then we have (a) The (k + 1)-tuple of S k+1 at position n is prohibited if and only if r is a selected remainder.
(b) The (k + 1)-tuple of S k+1 at position n is permitted if and only if r is not a selected remainder.
Proof. By definition, a given k-tuple is prohibited if it has one or more selected remainders; if it has not any selected remainder the k-tuple is permitted. The proof is immediate. Definition 2.9. For a given partial sum S k we denote by c k the number of permitted k-tuples within a period of S k . Proposition 2. 3 . Let S k be a given partial sum. We have:
Let m k−1 and m k be the period of S k−1 and S k respectively. Let n be the index of a given permitted (k − 1)-tuple within the period of the partial sum S k−1 . Let us denote by r (1 ≤ r < p k ) one of the not selected remainders in the sequence s k . Consider the following system of 2 simultaneous congruences:
Because (m k−1 , p k ) = 1, by the Chinese remainder theorem there exists only one integer n ′ modulo m k−1 p k = m k solving the system. In other words, for a given permitted (k − 1)-tuple at position n within the period of the partial sum S k−1 and a given not selected remainder r within the period p k of the sequence s k , we get one k-tuple at position n ′ , within the period of the partial sum S k . Since the (k − 1)-tuple at position n within the period of the partial sum S k−1 is a permitted (k − 1)-tuple, and r is not a selected remainder, the k-tuple at position n ′ in the partial sum S k , by Proposition 2.2, must be a permitted k-tuple. Because, by definition, the number of not selected remainders within a period of the sequence s k is equal to p k − 2, and there are c k−1 permitted (k − 1)-tuples within the period of the partial sum S k−1 , it follows that there exists c k = c k−1 (p k − 2) solutions for our system of congruences within the period m k of the partial sum S k . On the other hand, for k = 1 we have S 1 = s 1 , and within the period p 1 = 2 of the sequence s 1 we have only one selected remainder. Thus, the number of permitted 1-tuples within a period of S 1 is equal to c 1 = p 1 − 1. Consequently, the number of permitted k-tuples within a period of the partial sum S k is given recursively by the formula:
Lemma 2. 4 . Let S k be a given partial sum. Let m k be the period of the partial sum S k and let c k be the number of permitted k-tuples within the period of S k . We have c k = o (m k ).
Proof. For a given level k, by Proposition 2.1 and Proposition 2.3, we have
Therefore, c k /m k is a partial product of the infinite product
which diverges to 0 if the series
diverges. Indeed, the series (1) diverges, because it includes the series of reciprocals of the primes, which diverges [1] . Then
Lemma 2. 5 . Let S k be a given partial sum. Let p k be the characteristic prime of the partial sum S k . Let c k be the number of permitted k-tuples within the period of S k . We have p
.
Lemma 2. 6 . Let S k be a given partial sum. Let p k be the characteristic prime of the partial sum S k . Let m k be the period of S k . We have p Let S k and S k+1 be consecutive partial sums of the series s k . Let m k and m k+1 be the periods of S k and S k+1 respectively. We have the following procedure: First we take p k+1 periods of the partial sum S k . Next we juxtapose the remainders of the sequence s k+1 to the right of each k-tuple of S k (That is to say, we perform the operation S k + s k+1 ). We get a whole period of the partial sum S k+1 .
Proof. By Proposition 2.1, the period m k of the partial sum S k is equal to
times the period of the partial sum S k the total number of k-tuples will be
Thus, when we add the sequence s k+1 , the number of (k + 1)-tuples of S k+1 that we obtain is equal to m k+1 , that is to say, a period of S k+1 .
By the Construction Procedure, to get a period of the partial sum S k+1 , we first take p k+1 periods of the partial sum S k . The following proposition shows that the distribution of the permitted k-tuples that we have within the p k+1 periods of the partial sum S k over the residue classes modulo p k+1 is uniform.
Proposition 2. 8 . The permitted k-tuples that we have within the first p k+1 periods of the partial sum S k are uniformly distributed over the residue classes modulo p k+1 .
Proof. Let c k be the number of permitted k-tuples within a period of
be the residue classes modulo p k+1 . Let n ∈ N be the index of a given permitted k-tuple within the period of the partial sum S k . Thus, within p k+1 periods of the partial sum S k we have p k+1 permitted k-tuples with indices n ′ = m k x + n, where x = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . , p k+1 − 1 represents each period. Because (m k , p k+1 ) = 1, for each residue class [y] the congruence m k x + n ≡ y (mod p k+1 ) has a unique solution x. Therefore, since we have c k permitted k-tuples within the period of S k , it follows that we have c k permitted k-tuples within each residue class modulo p k+1 and the resulting distribution is uniform.
Corollary 2. 9 . If we have m ′ consecutive periods of the partial sum S k (including the first), where m ′ is multiple of p k+1 , the permitted k-tuples that we have within these m ′ periods are also uniformly distributed over the residue classes modulo p k+1 .
The density of permitted k-tuples
In this section, we define the concept of density of permitted k-tuples, and we prove that the density of permitted k-tuples within a period of the partial sum S k is increasing and tends to ∞, as k → ∞. 
By Proposition 2.3, the number of permitted k-tuples within the interval I [1, m k ] (The first period of S k ), does not depend on which are the selected remainders in the sequences of remainders that make S k . Therefore, we consider that I [1, m k ] is a special interval, and this explains why we use the special notation c k for the number of permitted k-tuples within I [1, m k ], and δ k for the density of permitted k-tuples within
Example 3.1. The period of the partial sum S 4 is equal to m 4 = 2 × 3 × 5 × 7 = 30 × 7 = 210, and the number of permitted 4-tuples within the period is equal to c 4 = (2 − 1) (3 − 2) (5 − 2) (7 − 2) = 15. Then
The following lemma gives a formula for computing δ k .
Lemma 3.1. We have
Proof. Within a period of the partial sum S k , the total number of k-tuples is equal to
. Therefore, the number of intervals of size p k is equal to
On the other hand, the number of permitted k-tuples within a period of S k is equal to
Consequently, by definition, we obtain
The next lemma proves that δ k increases as k → ∞.
Lemma 3.2. Let S k and S k+1 be consecutive partial sums of the series s k . If δ k denotes the density of permitted k-tuples within a period of S k , and δ k+1 denotes the density of permitted (k + 1)-tuples within a period of S k+1 , we have
Proof. By Lemma 3.1, we have
, and
Consequently, making the quotient and simplifying expression, we have
Corollary 3.3. By Lemma 3.2, we can write The period of the partial sum S 5 is equal to m 5 = 2 × 3 × 5 × 7 × 11 = 210 × 11 = 2310 and the number of permitted 5-tuples is equal to c 5 = (2 − 1) (3 − 2) (5 − 2) (7 − 2) (11 − 2) = 135. Then, we have
Note that since 7 and 11 are not twin primes we have δ 5 > δ 4 (See Corollary 3.3).
Now we prove that
Definition 3.5. Let p k > 2 and p k+1 be consecutive primes. We denote by θ k the difference p k+1 − p k − 2.
Theorem 3. 4 . Let S k be a given partial sum. Let δ k be the density of permitted k-tuples within a period of S k . As
Proof. Using Lemma 3.1, we can write
If we shift denominators to the right we have
Consequently, we can write the expression of δ k this way
The expression between square brackets is a partial product of the infinite product
which diverges if the series
diverges. In the series (5), if p k is the first of a pair of twin primes, by definition we have θ k = 0 and otherwise we have θ k > 0. Let ∞ j=1 1/q j denote the series where every prime q j is the first of a pair of twin primes. Since the series of reciprocals of the twin primes converges [2] , the series ∞ j=1 1/q j also converges. Therefore, the series
. By comparison with the series
follows that the series (5) diverges, because θ k /p k > 1/p k for the terms where θ k > 0. Thus, the infinite product (4) tends to ∞ as well. On the other hand, by the Bertrand-Chebyshev theorem, we have (3) is dominated by (4) and then δ k → ∞, as desired. 4 The average density of permitted k-tuples within a given interval I [m, n]
Let S k be a given partial sum of the series s k . In Section 3 we show that, for the interval I [1, m k ] of the partial sum S k (The first period), the density of permitted k-tuples does not depend on the choice of the selected remainders in the sequences s h (1 ≤ h ≤ k) that make the partial sum S k (See Lemma 3.1). But, it is easy to see that this assertion does not hold for all the intervals I [m, n] of the partial sum S k . In this section we prove that, within a given interval I [m, n] of the partial sum S k , the average of all the values of the density of permitted k-tuples for all the possible choices of the selected remainders, is equal to δ k . First, we make some definitions:
be the sequences of remainders that make the partial sum S k . A given choice of the selected remainders within the period of one of the sequences s h or within the periods of all the sequences s h (1 ≤ h ≤ k) will be called a combination of selected remainders. We denote by ν h the number of combinations of selected remainders within the period of a given sequence s h . Since, by definition, for the sequences s h (1 < h ≤ k) we have two selected remainders within the period p h , we have
In the sequence s 1 we have only one selected remainder within the period; then, p 1 = 2 =⇒ ν 1 = 2. We denote by N k the number of combinations of selected remainders within the periods of all the sequences s h (1 ≤ h ≤ k). Then
Convention. From now on, when we refer to the average density of permitted k-tuples within a given interval I [m, n] of the partial sum S k , we mean the average of the density of permitted k-tuples taking into account all the combinations of selected remainders in the sequences s h that make the partial sum S k . We use the same convention when we refer to the average number of permitted k-tuples.
be the sequences of remainders that make the partial sum S k . For h > 1, let r, r ′ (mod p h ) be the selected remainders within a period p h of the sequence s h . We define the operation of changing the selected remainders r, r ′ (mod p h ) by r + 1, r ′ + 1 (mod p h ) to be Type A operation. For the sequence s 1 , we also define the operation of changing the selected remainder r (mod p 1 ) by r + 1 (mod p 1 ) to be Type A operation.
Example 4.1. Table 4 shows the first period of the sequence of remainders s 4 (p 4 = 7), where initially we select the remainders [1] and [3] and then we apply successively the Type A operation. Let s h (1 < h ≤ k) be the sequences of remainders that make the partial sum S k . Let r, r ′ (mod p h ) be the selected remainders within a period p h of the sequence s h . We define the Type B operation as follows: 1) One of the selected remainders will not be changed. Let r be the selected remainder that will not be changed.
2) Next we change the other selected remainder r Remark 4.1. Suppose that we choose two consecutive selected remainders r, r ′ within the period of the sequence s h (1 < h ≤ k). Therefore, we have one out of ν h combinations of selected remainders. Repeating the Type A operation ν A h −1 times, we have ν A h = p h different combinations of selected remainders. Now, if for each one of these combinations we let unchanged the selected remainder r, and then we repeat ν B h − 1 times the Type B operation, we obtain all the ν h combinations of selected remainders within the period of the sequence s h . This is what expresses the equation
Definition 4.5. Let S k and S k+1 be the partial sums of level k and k + 1 respectively. Let s k+1 be the sequence of remainders of level k+1. Let I [m, n] k be an interval of k-tuples of S k , and let I [m, n] k+1 be an interval of (k+1)-tuples of S k+1 , where the indices m, n are the same respectively. When we juxtapose the remainders of the sequence s k+1 to the right of each k-tuple of S k , by Proposition 2.2, the permitted k-tuples of S k that are congruent with a given selected remainder of s k+1 are converted to a prohibited (k + 1)-tuples of S k+1 . We denote by f k+1 the fraction of the permitted k-tuples within the interval I [m, n] k that are converted to prohibited (k + 1)-tuples within the interval I [m, n] k+1 . For the partial sum S 1 , f 1 denotes the fraction of the prohibited 1-tuples within the interval I [m, n] k=1 . We denote by f k+1 the average of f k+1 for all the combinations of selected remainders in the sequence s k+1 (k ≥ 1). For the partial sum S 1 , f 1 denotes the average of f 1 for the 2 combinations of selected remainders in the sequence s 1 .
The following lemma gives a formula for computing the average fraction f k+1 . 
Suppose that we choose two consecutive selected remainders r, r ′ within the period of the sequence s k+1 . By repeating the Type A operation we obtain ν A k+1 = p k+1 different combinations of selected remainders. Now, if for each one of these combinations we let unchanged the selected remainder r, and then we repeat the Type B operation, we obtain all the ν k+1 combinations of selected remainders within the period of the sequence s k+1 , and we have
. 
See
Now, if we average for the ν B k+1 = (p k+1 − 1) /2 combinations of selected remainders that we obtained by repeated Type B operations from each one of the combinations obtained before, we obtain
For the partial sum S 1 , we have two residue classes modulo p 1 = 2 and 1 selected remainder. Therefore, it is easy to see that f 1 = 1/p 1 . Definition 4.6. It follows from Proposition 2.2 that, when we juxtapose the remainders of the sequence s k+1 to the right of each k-tuple of S k , the permitted k-tuples of S k that are not congruent with any of the two selected remainders of s k+1 , are kept as permitted (k + 1)-tuples of S k+1 . We denote by f Now, using the preceding lemma, we can calculate the average fraction f
Proof. By Proposition 2.2, a given permitted k-tuple within the interval I [m, n] k of S k can be transfered to the interval I [m, n] k+1 of S k+1 either as permitted (k+1)-tuple or as prohibited (k+1)-tuple. Consequently we have f k+1 +f ′ k+1 = 1 and then f k+1 + f ′ k+1 = 1. Therefore, using Lemma 4.1, we obtain
For the partial sum S 1 , we have Finally, using the preceding lemmas, we calculate the average density of permitted k-tuples within a given interval I [m, n], and we show that it is equal to the density of permitted k-tuples within the period of S k . Theorem 4.3. Let δ k be the density of permitted k-tuples within a period of the partial sum S k . We have δ 
Now, the number of intervals of size p k within the interval
Therefore, replacing c I k and using Lemma 3.1 we obtain
The density of permitted k-tuples within the interval I [1, n] as n → ∞ Let S k be a given partial sum of the series s k . Let p k be the characteristic prime and let m k be the period of S k . Let δ k be the density of permitted k-tuples within the period of S k . Let I [1, n] be a given interval of k-tuples of the partial sum S k . We denote by c Lemma 5.1. We have the formula
Proof. By definition we have 
Since
Now, using the formula from the preceding lemma, we calculate lower and upper bounds for the density of permitted k-tuples within the interval I
Proof. By Lemma 5.1, we have
The number of intervals of size p k within the period of
is greater than or equal to 0, and less than or equal to the number of permitted k-tuples within the period of S k . In symbols, we have
On the other hand, if n is not multiple of m k , we have
Step 1. Suppose that n is not multiple of m k . If we replace the denominator in Eq. (7) by the upper bound in (9), we obtain
But, if n is equal to the upper bound in (9), it is easy to check that, for k > 2, it must be c ǫ > 0. Therefore, if we replace c ǫ in Eq. (10) by the lower bound in (8), we have
Step 2. Again, suppose that n is not multiple of m k . If we replace the denominator in Eq. (7) by the lower bound in (9), we obtain
But, if n is equal to the lower bound in (9), it is easy to check that, for k > 2, it must be c ǫ < δ k m k /p k . Therefore, if we replace c ǫ in Eq. (12) by the upper bound in (8), we have
Step
Since the lower bound in (11) is less than δ k , and the upper bound in (13) is greater than δ k , we conclude that for every interval I [1, n] of the partial sum S k (k > 2), the inequalities (11) and (13) are satisfied, and the lemma is proved.
Finally, we show that within the interval I [1, n] of a given partial sum S k , the density of permitted k-tuples tends uniformly to δ k , as the size n of the interval increases.
And dividing the numerator and denominator by [n/m k ] we obtain
Since for a given level k the values m k and δ k are constants, as n → ∞ we have [n/m k ] → ∞ and the lower and upper bounds tend to δ k . This implies that δ I k converges uniformly to δ k , as desired. 6 The density of permitted k-tuples and the selected remainders
In this section we subdivide the interval I [1, m k ] of the partial sum S k (The first period) into two parts and we establish the relationship between the density of permitted k-tuples within one interval and the density of permitted k-tuples within the other interval. We begin by introducing some terminology and notation. Definition 6.1. Let S k and S k+1 be consecutive partial sums of the series s k . We use the notation p k → p k+1 or alternatively k → k + 1 to denote the transition from level k to level k + 1. For the level transition p k → p k+1 , we call the difference p k+1 − p k the order of the transition. Definition 6.2. When we juxtapose the remainders of the sequence s k+1 to the right of each k-tuple of S k , by Proposition 2.2, a given permitted k-tuple of S k that is congruent with a selected remainder of s k+1 is converted to a prohibited (k + 1)-tuple of S k+1 . In that case, we say that at the level transition k → k + 1 one permitted k-tuple is removed .
Let S k be a given partial sum of the series s k , where k is sufficiently large. Let s h (1 ≤ h ≤ k) be the periodic sequences of remainders that make the partial sum S k . Let m h be the period of every partial sum S h from level h = 1 to level h = k. Let c h be the number of permitted h-tuples and let δ h be the density of permitted h-tuples within the period of every partial sum S h (1 ≤ h ≤ k). Definition 6.3. If we write the index n of the sequences s h from top to bottom, and the level k from left to right (See Table 3 ) we say that the partial sum S k is in Vertical Position. Now, suppose that the partial sum S k is in Vertical Position and we rotate it 90 degrees counterclockwise. Thus, the index n of the sequences s h grows from left to right, and the level k grows from the bottom up. In this case we say that the partial sum S k is in Horizontal Position.
Assume that we have the partial sum S k in Horizontal Position. Let S h and S h+1 be consecutive partial sums, where 1 ≤ h < k. Let us examine what happens to the permitted h-tuples when we pass from the partial sum S h to the partial sum S h+1 . By the Construction Procedure (Proposition 2.7), to construct the period of the partial sum S h+1 , we first take p h+1 periods of the partial sum S h . It follows that within the p h+1 periods of the partial sum S h we have p h+1 c h permitted h-tuples. In the next step, we juxtapose the remainders of the sequence s h+1 to each h-tuple of S h . Then, by Proposition 2.2, the selected remainders within the periods of the sequence s h+1 remove the permitted h-tuples included in two residue classes modulo p h+1 . By Proposition 2.8, the permitted h-tuples that we have within the p h+1 periods of the partial sum S h are distributed uniformly over the residue classes modulo p h+1 . Thus, a fraction 2/p h+1 of the permitted h-tuples are removed and a fraction (p h+1 − 2)/p h+1 are transfered to level h + 1, as permitted (h + 1)-tuples within the period of the partial sum S h+1 , whatever the combination of selected remainders in the sequence s h+1 .
Consider now the interval I [1, m k ] h in every partial sum S h from level h = 1 to level h = k, where k is large enough. By definition, we have m k = m h p h+1 p h+2 . . . p k , and then the permitted h-tuples that we have within the interval I [1, m k ] h of each partial sum S h (h < k) are distributed uniformly over the residue classes modulo p h+1 (See Corollary 2.9). It is easy to see that, again, a fraction 2/p h+1 of the permitted h-tuples that we have within the interval I [1, m k ] h of the partial sum S h are removed and a fraction (p h+1 − 2)/p h+1 are transfered to level h + 1, as permitted (h + 1)-tuples within the interval I [1, m k ] h+1 of the partial sum S h+1 , whatever the combination of selected remainders in the sequence s h+1 .
Let us examine now the behavior of δ h as we go from level h = 1 to level h = k. Since the selected remainders of the sequences s h remove permitted h-tuples within the interval I [1, m k ] h of the partial sum S h at each level transition h → h + 1, the number of permitted h-tuples decrease from level h = 1 to level h = k. However, by Lemma 3.2 and Corollary 3.3, the density δ h within the interval I [1, m k ] h of the partial sum S h grows at each transition p h → p h+1 of order greater than 2, because to compute the density δ h we count the permitted h-tuples within subintervals of size p h , which grows more than 2, compensating in excess for the permitted h-tuples removed. If p h → p h+1 is a level transition of order 2 the density δ h not change, because the increase of the size p h is compensated by the permitted h-tuples removed. Therefore, from level h = 1 to level h = k the density δ h grows if k is large enough to include level transitions of order greater than 2 between h = 1 and h = k. Now, if we "cut" the first period of S k into two parts, between indices p and within the Right interval I p 2 k + 1, m k h certainly depends on the combination of selected remainders in the sequences s h that make the partial sum S h . Definition 6. 6 . For a given partial sum S h (that is to say, a partial sum where we have a given combination of selected remainders in the sequences that make the partial sum S h ), we use the notation δ 
h ) the true density to distinguish it from the average density δ h within the
Even though the increase of the number of permitted h-tuples within one interval is equal to the decrease of the number of permitted h-tuples within the other interval, the increase of the density of permitted h-tuples within one interval is not equal to the decrease of the density of permitted h-tuples within the other interval. This is due to more subintervals of size p h within the Right interval I p h , for all the combinations of selected remainders in the sequences that make the partial sum S h . 
Therefore, we have the bijective function f h : {δ
and it is easy to check that In this section we prove that the density of permitted k-tuples within the Left interval I 1, p 2 k is asymptotic to the average δ k , as k → ∞. This result will be used later to prove that, as k → ∞, the number of permitted k-tuples within the Left interval I 1, p 2 k tends to ∞. On the other hand, we estimate a level k such that from this level onward, the number of permitted k-tuples within the Left interval I 1, p 2 k is greater than p k /2. But before establishing a lower bound for the number of permitted k-tuples within the Left interval I 1, p 2 k , we need to establish a lower bound for the density of permitted k-tuples within this interval. However, for reasons that will be clear later, we begin by discussing the behavior of the density of permitted h-tuples within the Right interval I p 2 k + 1, m k h of every partial sum S h from level h = 1 to level h = k.
We have seen in Section 6 that, for each partial sum S h (1 ≤ h < k), the permitted h-tuples that we have within the interval I [1, m k ] h are distributed uniformly over the residue classes modulo p h+1 . Then, whatever be the combination of selected remainders in the sequences of the lower levels, the fraction of permitted h-tuples that are removed at each level transition h → h + 1 is equal to 2/p h+1 . Consequently, for each level from h = 1 to h = k, the density of permitted h-tuples within the interval I [1, m k ] h does not depend on the combination of selected remainders in the sequences s h of the lower levels. On the contrary, we have also seen in Section 6 that, for each level from h = 1 to h = k, the value of δ 
for every partial sum S h from level h = 1 to level h = k, whatever the combination of selected remainders in the sequences s h that make the partial sum S k . 
Proof. The size of the Right interval
Let us denote by m h the period of the partial sum S h and by c h the number of permitted h-tuples within a period of the partial sum S h . By definition, we have
Taking out the common factors c h p h+1 p h+2 . . . p k and m k , we obtain
and simplifying both sides we have
By definition, we have
Therefore, for every partial sum S h from level h = 1 to level h = k, whatever the combination of selected remainders in the sequences s h that make the partial sum S k , we have the bounds
Now, let ε > 0 be a given small number. On the one hand, by Lemma 2.6, we have p
Consequently, for k sufficiently large onward, we have
and this implies
for every level from h = 1 to h = k, whatever the combination of selected remainders in the sequences s h that make the partial sum S k . to denote, respectively, min{δ
For every partial sum S h from level h = 1 to level h = k, the size of the Right interval I p
But the period m h of the partial sum S h increases from level h = 1 to level h = k. It follows that, for k large enough, the number of periods m h that fits in the Right interval I p 2 k + 1, m k h of each partial sum S h decreases from level h = 1 to level h = k; note that the density of permitted h-tuples within the period m h is equal to δ h . On the other hand, the number of combinations of selected remainders for the partial sums S h , given by Eq. (6), increases from level h = 1 to level h = k. Thus, we assume that, within the Right interval I p
increases from level h = 1 to level h = k. Lemma 7.2. Let S h be the partial sums from level h = 1 to level h = k. For a level k sufficiently large onward and a given level h < k, we have
Proof. First, we consider the case of max δ R k h within the Right intervals from level h = 1 to level h = k.
Step 1. By Lemma 2.6, if k is very large, then p 2 k will be very small compared to m k . That is, in every partial sum S h from level h = 1 to level h = k, the size of the Right interval I p , is approximately equal to (p h+1 − 2)/p h+1 , and the increase of the density of permitted h-tuples is approximately given by the factor (p h+1 − 2)/p h , whatever the combination of selected remainders in the sequences that make the partial sum S h (See the explanation given at the beginning of Chapter 6, and see Lemma 3.2 and Corollary 3.3).
As k → ∞, by Lemma 2.6, the size of the Right interval I p 2 k + 1, m k h becomes closer and closer to m k . Then, for each partial sum S h from h = 1 to h = k − 1, the distribution of the permitted h-tuples within the Right interval I p 2 k + 1, m k h over the residue classes modulo p h+1 approximates the distribution within the interval I [1, m k ] h more and more closely as k → ∞, whatever the combination of selected remainders in the sequences that make the partial sum S k . And by Lemma 7.1 we know that, from level h = 1 to level h = k, the values of δ R k h approximate uniformly the respective values of δ h , more and more closely as k → ∞, whatever the combination of selected remainders in the sequences that make the partial sum S k . Consequently, we deduce that, from level h = 1 to level h = k, max δ For a given level h < k, if the increase of max δ R k h between level h and level k were strictly proportional to δ h , then, the value of max δ R k k would be given by the formula max δ
Step 2. Now, for the given level h < k, there exists one combination of selected remainders in the sequences s h that make the partial sum S h , such that the density of permitted h-tuples within the Right interval I p 
Comparing (17) and (18), we can see that the last member of Eq. (17) represents the average of the density of permitted k-tuples within the Right interval I p 2 k + 1, m k k , for all the combinations of selected remainders in the sequences s h from level h + 1 to level k, and where the combination of selected remainders in the sequences s h from level 1 to level h is the one corresponding to the maximum value max δ R k h . Consequently, it is easy to see that max δ R k k must be greater than the last member of Eq. (17), and then, we can write
That is, the value of max δ R k k exceeds the value calculated assuming proportionality between (max δ R k h − δ h ) and δ h .
Step 3. On the other hand, for every level from h = 1 to h = k, we can write max δ
uniformly for every level from h = 1 to h = k, as follows from Lemma 7.1. Therefore, for a given level h < k we have max δ
By the result of Step 2, we have ξ 
By Lemma 7.1, the second and third terms on the last member in (20) are infinitesimals, as k → ∞. On the other hand, as k → ∞, the difference (max δ R k h − δ h ), from h = 1 to h = k, tends to be proportional to δ h , by Step 1. Thus, we assume that the second term on the last member in (20) must be an infinitesimal of higher order than the third term, and then, for a level k sufficiently large onward, we can write max δ
In the same way, for a level k sufficiently large onward, it can be shown that min δ
for some α 
h are the numbers defined in Lemma 7.2. Proof. We begin by defining the following functions:
, where f h is the function of Lemma 6.1. See Remark 7.1.
• For level h = k, we define the function φ k :
. See Remark 7.1.
• Using Lemma 7.2, for a given level h (1 ≤ h < k), we define the function γ
Note that the function γ R k h assigns to the element min δ
k , and to the element max δ
Applying φ h and using Lemma 6.1, we have
And applying γ
Finally, applying φ k and using again Lemma 6.1, we obtain
Consequently, we have
In the same way we can show that
and the diagram commutes.
The following lemma proves that, as k → ∞, the true density of permitted k-tuples within the Left interval I 1, p 2 k of the partial sum S k tends asymptotically to the average density δ k . 
Step 1. Let us pay special attention to the chosen level h ′ < k, as we increase simultaneously the level k. That is, for the chosen level h = h ′ < k, we observe the increasing of the true density of permitted h ′ -tuples within the Left interval I 1, p 
Step 2. Now, we can prove this lemma. By definition, we have min δ
Dividing by δ k and taking limits for k → ∞, we obtain
By Lemma 7.2, as k → ∞ we have α R k h ′ → 1 and β R k h ′ → 1; then, using this result and besides (21), we can compute the limits, and finally we obtain
Now we are ready to establish a lower bound estimation for the true density of permitted k-tuples, and then a lower bound estimation for the number of permitted k-tuples within the Left interval I 1, p 2 k of the partial sum S k . For level k > 4, let us consider the Left interval I 1, p 2 k in a given partial sum S k of the series s k . By Theorem 4.3, the average density of permitted k-tuples within the Left interval I 1, p 2 k is equal to δ k , that is to say, is equal to the density of permitted k-tuples within the period of S k . By Lemma 3.2 and Corollary 3.3, δ k increases at each level transition p k → p k+1 of order greater than 2, and this implies that for level k > 4 we have δ k > δ 4 . But, what does it happen with the true density, denoted by δ Step 1. We begin by computing bounds for the density of permitted 4-tuples within the Left interval I 1, p , using Lemma 5.2 it is easy to check that
Step 2. Now, by Lemma 7.2, we have α 
Extending the function τ
to a function from Q to Q, and using the estimate from Step 1, we obtain
Now, by assumption, we have α 
Using again the estimate from Step 1, it is easy to check that δ k − δ k /δ 4 ε is rather greater than δ 4 + ε, and this implies that δ L k k > δ 4 , as we wish to prove.
Step 4. We proceed to verify the result from Step 3. Suppose that someone ask the following question: For a level k ≥ 35, could it be δ L k k ≤ δ 4 , for a given combination of selected remainders within the sequences s h that make the partial sum S k ? In this case, it must be min δ
Since by Step 1 we have δ 4 − min δ L k 4 < ε, it is simple to check that, for a level k ≥ 35, the inequality In this section we prove the Main Theorem. We begin by defining a partial sum, which is associated with an even number x through the rules for selecting the remainders in the sequences of remainders that make this partial sum.
Definition 8. 1 . Let x be an even number and let p 1 , p 2 , p 3 , ..., p k be the ordered set of k primes less than √ x; that is, k is the index of the greatest prime less than √ x. Let {b 1 , b 2 , b 3 , . . . , b k } be the ordered set of the remainders of dividing x by p 1 , p 2 , p 3 , . . . , p k . We define the partial sum associated to x, denoted by S The following lemma gives the relation between the number of permitted k-tuples within a given interval I [1, n] of the partial sum S k of the series s k , and the number of permitted k-tuples within the interval I [1, n] of the partial sum S x k , associated to x. Lemma 8. 1 . Let x be an even number and let S x k be the partial sum associated to x. Let S k be a partial sum of level k, of the series s k . Assume that for every combination of selected remainders in the sequences s h that make the partial sum S k , the number of permitted k-tuples within the interval I [1, n] of S k is greater than or equal to c. This implies that the number of permitted k-tuples within the interval I [1, n] of S x k is greater than or equal to c as well. Proof. By definition, the sequences s x h (1 < h ≤ k) that make a given partial sum S x k , can have one or two selected remainders in every period (See Remark 8.1). But the sequences s h (1 < h ≤ k) that make a partial sum S k , by definition, have always two selected remainders in every period. Suppose that in each sequence s x h of S x k that have only one selected remainder in every period we choose a second selected remainder, the same in every period of the sequence. It is easy to see that the number of permitted k-tuples within the interval I [1, n] may be less or equal than before (See Proposition 2.2), but even so we obtain one of the partial sums S k where, by assumption, the number of permitted k-tuples within the interval I [1, n] is greater than or equal to c.
The next theorem allow us to identify, for a given even number x, the primes p such that x − p is also a prime:
Theorem 8.2. The Fundamental Theorem
Let P x be the set of primes less than √ x. Let q ∈ P x . Let p be a prime less than x. Therefore, if p ≡ x (mod q) for every q ∈ P x , then x − p is a prime or x − p = 1.
Step 3. In this step we prove part (a) of the theorem. Consider the partial sum S k of the series Step 1, it must exist at least one permitted k-tuple, whose index is a prime n, such that the difference (x − n) is also a prime.
